
 
 

Novox NC1 Game USB Condenser Microphone 

 

The Novox NC1 Game is a high-quality USB condenser microphone specifically 
created for gamers. It delivers great performance and crystal clear sound, and 
its modern design and subtle green LED and diaphragm illumination is custom 
designed to save your eyes during long gaming hours while looking great at the 
same time. 
 
The NC1 Game’s high sensitivity also makes it a great tool for recording vocals, 
solo instruments, or even an entire band. Its cardioid polar pattern is designed 
to pick up sounds in front of the mic and reject sounds from the back and sides, 
dramatically reducing unwanted noise and other sounds you don’t want in your 
recordings.    
 
The Novox NC1 Game microphone’s integrated analog-to-digital converter 
delivers professional 48 kHz, 16-bit A-to-D conversion, and with a frequency 
range from 30 Hz to 18 kHz, it’s an ideal choice for any sound source. It is 
equipped with a rugged, heavy duty housing, and easily installs on a tripod 
stand, boom, or desk mount arm for maximum convenience and versatility.  
 
The Novox NC1 Game USB microphone is designed to be fully plug-and-play, compatible with Windows, MacOS, 
and game consoles equipped with USB input – no need for expensive and complicated audio interfaces – 
making Novox NC1 Game a fully self-contained solution for gamers. 
 
In addition to the Novox NC1 Game, the NC1 is also available in two standard models: elegant black (NC1 Black) 
and classic silver (NC1 Silver).  
 
 
Bullet points: 
 
⚫ High quality condenser microphone with crystal clear sound and very high signal level – ideal for gaming, 

as well as podcasting, web streaming, and voice or music recording.  
⚫ Seamless Plug & Play connectivity with Windows, MacOS, and USB equipped game consoles – no need for 

driver installation or expensive audio interfaces. Ready to use within seconds from connecting to your 
device via USB.  

⚫ All accessories needed for gaming, including tripod table stand, microphone holder, and USB cable are 
included.  

⚫ Ultra-wide 30 Hz to 18 kHz bandwidth and 48 kHz/16-bit A/D converter guarantee a clear and dynamic 
reproduction of the captured signal – both voice and music.  

 

 



 
 
 
Specs: 
 
⚫ Highest sound quality 
⚫ Tuned for gamers 
⚫ Quick and easy Plug and Play setup 
⚫ Compatible with: Windows XP/Vista/Win7/Win10/MAC OSX 
⚫ AD converter: 16bit 48kHz (max) 
⚫ Frequency response: 30Hz - 18kHz 
⚫ Maximum SPL: 130dB (@1kHz 1% THD) 
⚫ Dynamic Range 96dB, THD + N: -89 - 96dB 
⚫ Sensitivity: -38dB (0dBV = 1V/Pa @ 1kHz) 
⚫ Cardioid polar pattern 
⚫ Durable metal housing 
⚫ Bracket for mounting on a microphone stand and USB cable (1,8m) and tripod stand included 
 
 
What's in the box: 
 
⚫ Microphone 
⚫ Cable usb 
⚫ Stand Mount 
⚫ NC Tripod 
⚫ USB "Type B" Cable 

 

 


